
Discover a more collaborative, 
dynamic and innovative way of 
forecasting.

FC
365

Your all-in-one, pharmaceutical forecasting platform.

Accuracy - Collaboration - Clarity - Innovation

FC365 transforms your working day.

Built on the functionality you know and trust, FC365 empowers better decision 
making through effective insight generation and visualization.

With over 20 years’ industry expertise, our unbeatable pharmaceutical 
forecasting knowledge and tools help others define the direction for their 
business. In an increasingly digitised world, we simplify the complex nature of 
forecasting with a centralized process in one, shared cloud-based interface.

A collaborative, powerful 
pharmaceutical forecasting platform.

Automate processes for quick and seamless analysis of forecasts.

Be in control of the data and multiple forecasts at anytime.

Collaborate more effectively with your teams locally or globally.

Visualize scenarios as they unfold before your eyes.

Uncover detailed insights at a click of a button.



5 Ways FC365 Meets Your Needs.
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Core Principles.
Accuracy

Collaboration

Clarity

Choose FC365, built with trusted Microsoft technology and underpinned by best practice principles. 
Dedicated pharmaceutical forecasting software provides accuracy you can trust for confident decision 
making and intelligent forecasting results. 

Thanks to streamlined communication within FC365, the forecasting team maintains optimum control 
and efficiency. Stakeholders across countries find synergy, with the ability to review, check, reject or 
approve forecasts from anywhere at any time. 

FC365 helps users reach new levels of analytical capability and visualization, with real-time reporting 
at a click of a button. Users can step off the endless treadmill of reporting and get back to forming the 
narrative and making decisions in-the-room.

FC365 is a world leading pharmaceutical forecasting solution built on 20+ years of pharmaceutical 
forecasting experience. J+D’s prescribed methodology and powerful insights upskill teams from 
project initiation, to delivery and beyond. 

Ready to 
discover FC365?  
Visit www.jdforecasting.com/fc365 
to book your free demo.

Innovation

Scan to watch.

http://www.jdforecasting.com/FC365/ 

